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Key Performance Indicators
This dashboard displays key performance indicators (KPIs) about three aspects of campus success: enrollment, retention & persistence, and graduation. This dashboard blends historic data with current actionable data about some of the most important metrics and measures for our campus.

Enrollment Executive Summary
This dashboard summarizes WSU's official 3rd week census extracts for FTE/SCH enrollment, overall student headcount, and degree-seeking student counts for campus. This dashboard also includes WSU's Academic Year SCH/FTE instruction totals. This dashboard is optimized to provide institutional-level summaries on key metrics that are in sync with published USHE and IPEDS data. We have added a new tab with eHSI (Emerging Hispanic serving Institution) that help us track our strategic plan goal.

Ten Year Trends Enrollment FTE Graduation & Majors
This report provides long term trends for enrollment and graduations for WSU Overall, Colleges and Departments. This dashboard has been optimized for the presentation of data for colleges and departments and is designed to be in sync with the official results reported to USHE and IPEDS.

Program Review Undergraduate
This dashboard is designed to provide all key data points for degree-granting programs needed for the required program review process. The visualizations are designed to be proactive and easy to digest so that those completing their review have access to the necessary data elements in one standardized report.

Student Persistence and Success
The Student Persistence & Success Dashboard provides users additional flexibility in reporting out student retention, persistence, graduation, and other measures of student success for WSU's historic data.